
                Star Trek – “Let That Be Your Last Battlefield” Plot Summary 

 

On Stardate 5730.2, the Federation starship Enterprise is on a mission to help decontaminate the polluted 

atmosphere of the planet Ariannus, when sensors track a Federation shuttlecraft reported stolen from Starbase 4. 

The craft is disabled and brought aboard along with its strange alien pilot, who is found injured and taken to 

Sickbay. The man later awakens and identifies himself as Lokai — a political refugee from the planet Cheron 

who requests asylum. Lokai's most striking feature is that his skin is half black and half white, the two halves 

split perfectly down the center of his body. Science Officer Spock remarks that his physiology may be "one of a 

kind". 

Shortly thereafter, sensors detect another spacecraft in fast pursuit of the Enterprise. Curiously, the craft remains 

invisible to all but sensors and sets itself on a direct collision course with the ship. Moments later, Spock reports 

the that invisible craft has disintegrated and deposited an "alien presence" aboard the ship. Captain Kirk turns to 

see the alien pilot who has beamed himself directly to the bridge. The second alien identifies himself as Bele. 

Like Lokai, Bele is half black and half white, with the color divided by a line through the exact center of his 

face. However, the sides of Bele's black and white skin are reversed from those of Lokai, a difference which 

seems inconsequential to the Enterprise crew but of great importance to Bele, Lokai, and, apparently, their 

civilization.  

Bele explains he is a police commissioner from Cheron and is on a mission to retrieve political traitors. His 

current quarry is Lokai, whom he has been chasing for what Bele claims to be 50,000 Earth years. Bele then 

instructs Captain Kirk to take him to see his "prisoner". Bele is taken to Lokai, but Lokai reacts fearfully to 

Bele's presence and strongly demands he be taken away. The two aliens begin arguing about slavery and racial 

segregation, and almost attack each other.  

Kirk decides to ignore their heated arguments and returns to the bridge. Bele soon follows and demands that 

Kirk change course to Cheron. Kirk refuses, informing him that Bele's mission is no concern of his, and that he 

has more urgent matters to attend to. He allows Bele and Lokai to remain aboard and tells them he will drop 

them off at Starbase 4 once the mission is complete "and let them sort it out". 

Lokai comes to the bridge and demands that Kirk kill Bele and grant him asylum. Kirk refuses and calls security 

to escort the two off to the brig. However, both aliens generate a personal powerful force field that resists both 

phaser blasts and the guards' physical attempts to subdue them. 

 

 



Tired of Kirk's commands, Bele invokes a strange power that takes control of the ship and steers it toward 

Cheron. With no way to return control, Kirk threatens to destroy the Enterprise. Bele believes Kirk is bluffing 

until Kirk activates the ship's auto-destruct sequence with the voice code approval of First Officer Spock and 

Chief Engineer Scott. Bele nervously watches as the countdown nears zero, then the alien finally relents control 

in the last seconds. Kirk cancels the auto-destruct and changes course back to Ariannus. 

Kirk informs Lokai and Bele that they are to be treated as guests, provided they do not further interfere with the 

operation of the ship.  

Lokai is later shown in a rec room attempting to sway several off-duty Starfleet crewmen to the perceived 

justness of his cause, including a skeptical Sulu and Chekov. In the corridor outside the rec room, a curious 

Spock hears Lokai's oratory through the partially open door, but decides not to intervene. 

Meanwhile, Bele meets with Kirk and Spock, where it is quickly revealed that Bele believes his black and white 

coloration to be superior to Lokai's, even though Kirk sees no difference in the two and refuses to agree in 

Bele's convictions of racial superiority. 

Once the Ariannus mission is completed, Bele takes control of the Enterprise again, but this time he deactivates 

the auto-destruct in the process and sends the ship to Cheron. Once there, the two aliens find the planet's 

population completely wiped out by a global war fueled by insane racial hatred. Both Lokai and Bele stare 

silently at the destruction on the monitor and realize they are the only ones left of their race (or, as they see it, 

their "races"). 

Instead of calling a truce, the two beings begin to blame each other for the destruction of the planet and a brawl 

ensues. As the two aliens fight, their innate powers radiate, cloaking them with an energy aura that threatens to 

damage the ship. With no other choice, Kirk sadly allows the two aliens to chase each other down to their 

obliterated world to decide their own fates, consumed by their now self-perpetuating mutual hate. Forlorn, Lt. 

Uhura asks if their hate is all they ever had. Kirk ruefully says no...but it is all they have left. 


